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PHILIP DOW
At the end of a brilliant paper' published in 1922 from one of
the world's foremost laboratories of physiology-a contribution
which, in one swift motion, gathered together the best of nineteenth
century material and laid the foundation for the modern study of
arterial elasticity-there appeared the following careless citation:
"Moens, 'Die Pulskurve', Leiden. 1878. p. 90." In one form or
another, this reference to the formula for the velocity of the pulse
wave appears here and there in past and current literature as a recur-
rent after-image-elusive, slightly blurred in detail-of a brief
bright flash on the physiological horizon of some sixty years ago.
During my search for a broader background in hemodynamics,
repeated encounters with this reference, but never with the original,
aroused an increasing curiosity. When I discovered a copy of the
original monograph in the Yale University Library and read it care-
fully, I was surprised that such a significant contribution had been
dimmed so far as to be a rare find-not even a common library item.
The prospect of making it available in an up-to-date form proved
attractive, and at the suggestion of Dr. J. F. Fulton an attempt has
been made to piece together the story of the author and his book. In
spite of the scarcity of material, the search has yielded many points
of interest, present as well as historical.
Adriaan Isebree Moens, so far as I have been able to ascertain,
published only four contributions, all about a single series of
researches. In 1877 his doctoral dissertation5 appeared, an octavo
of 76 pages, and in the following year he amplified and amended
this to make his chief opus, the 145-page monograph,6 Die Puls-
curve. One minor point therein furnished the material for an
article7 in Pflilger's Arch4v in 1879, and in September of that year
he gave a brief review of his work before the Congres periodique
international des sciences medicales in Amsterdam. A transcript8
of his speech and of theaccompanyingdiscussion was published in the
Compte rendu of that meeting.
I have not found this member of the Moens family listed in any
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encyclopedia, nor does he appear in the Nieuw Nederlandsch Bi-
ographisch Woordenboek. The only biographical data that have
come to hand are contained in an obituary notice2 written by W.
Einthoven for the Nederlandsch Tijdschrift voor Geneeskunde.
However, from this and from scraps of internal evidence in his pub-
lished works, it has been possible to ascertain or infer many of the
important items about the man and his life.
According to Einthoven, Moens was 44 years old when he died
in 1891. Further, the Army Medical Library Catalogue gives
1847 as the year of his birth. His parentage and place of birth can
only be conjectured. A Moens family gained sufficient prominence
in East Indian affairs in the eighteenth century to be discussed in
detail in the Biographisch Woordenboek. In 1847, the Adriaan of
that generation, an unmarried lawyer, was living at Zierikzee with
his brother, Jan Isebree. It is then only aguess, supported'solely by
the rarity of the middle name, that the physiologist was the son of
Jan Isebree Moens, born at Zierikzee, Holland.
In 1872, at the age of 25, A. Isebree Moens, as he apparently
preferred to be known, had completed an engineering course at
Ghent. Hethen went to Leiden to obtain a medical education. After
two years he gained an appointment there as assistant-in pathology,
but the work involved too much risk to appeal to him for very long.
He survived three infections, but the third escape was so narrow that
he decided to give up pathology.
Adriaan Heynsius was then the professor of physiology, and
Mo;ens became his assistant at the termination of his appointment
in pathology. This was probably in 1875. It turned out to be a
most fruitful association. Like manyotherphysiologists of the time,
Heynsius was interested in problems of the circulation. Giving
advice and aid, he set Moens to work on the waves of the arterial
pulse,-their origin and form, and the velocity of their propagation.
Here was a research for which the young man was eminently
fitted. He had had sufficient medical study to recognize the prob-
lems and theirmeaning, and hebrought from his engineering experi-
ence a knowledge of sound physical and mathematical principles and
their applications. In addition, he was a good practical worker
with his hands and had, in spite of his troubles in pathology, a strong
physiquewhich hetaxedmercilesslywithlonghoursinthelaboratory.
He worked effectively on the problem for three years, and in
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1878 retired from research and entered into medical practice at Goes.
He devoted himself to his patients with the same zeal and diligence
that he had shown in the laboratory, and Goes, the center of a rich
farmingcountry, probablysupportedhim quite handsomely.
When Heynsius died, in 1885, the chair of physiology at Leiden
was offered to Moens, but he dedined the appointment. Einthoven,
who accepted the offer after Moens' refusal, generously ascribes
Moens' decision to his excessive modesty and the conviction that
he could be of real benefit to humanity in his chosen sphere. It
may be, too, that he had already had a warning of how prematurely
his career might be cut short. For it was not much later that a
chronic illness began to undermine his physique and spirit. After
fighting it for afewyears, he finally succumbed on the 24th of June,
1891.
Here was a man, generously endowed in character and intellect,
who labored successfully in quite varied fields. Trained as an engi-
neer, helater foundwhat he believed to be his true place in the prac-
tice of medicine. Yet it was in three brief years at the crossroads of
the two that he left his only enduring mark.
The best acquaintance with Moens' work is to be gained from his
principal publication, the monograph entitled Die Pulscurue.
Though published in Leiden it is written in easy German, sprinkled
here and there with a few Dutch words that apparently slipped by
the proof-readers. Language difficulties stand in the way of an
evaluation ofthe Dutch dissertation of the previous year, but remarks
in Die Pulscurve indicate that the latter includes most, if not all, of
the earlier material.
Itwas noperfunctorythesis forthe medical doctorate that Moens
undertook. Several of the foremost physiologists of his day and of
the preceding generation had already struggled with the problems
of the arterial pulse waves. The brothers Weber (Ernst Heinrich,
the physiologist, and Wilhelm, the physicist), Donders and hispupil
Rive at Utrecht, Ludwig, Landois, Marey, Valentin, and Volkmann,
as well as many others not mentioned by Moens, had carried out
extensive experimental studies and had published lengthy treatises.
Moens' incisive yet fair-minded review of these contributions speaks
forhiscritical ability aswell as forthe thoroughness of his familiarity
with them. He found therein much valuable material, but no
unanimity of opinion.
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Moens credited to Professor Heynsius the inspiration for his
method of attack. They both felt that a study of the elastic tubes
themselves, in which waves were propagated, offered few opportu-
nities for quantitative knowledge and experimental control of condi-
tions. Moens, therefore, elected to approach the problem from the
standpoint of the movements of the liquid in such tubes. In that
decision lay both the strength and the weakness of his contribution
to science: strength, in the ease with which experimental variations
could be introduced and measured and in the simplicity of explana-
tion permitted; weakness, in thepitfalls of his generation's methods
of registration, which led him astray in the more extended portions
of his argument.
The whole series of experiments dealt with the flow of water
through a horizontal pipe or tube connecting two reservoirs of
unequal level; more particularly, with the phenomena observed
when the flow was suddenly started or stopped by the manipulation
of a stop-cock at the inflow end.
Firstemployedwas a leadpipe,withrecordingmovementreduced
to a minimum. Foranelasticinfluence Moens chose a small volume
of airenclosed in aglass chamber. This possessed an easily measur-
able andalmostperfect elasticity, and it actuated therecording instru-
ments with small loss of efficiency. One or more of these elastic
factors could be attached at any desired points along the otherwise
rigid lead pipe. When one such air chamber was introduced next
to the stop-cock, the cardiograph record clearly showed that sudden
interruption of the flow of water set the liquid into pendular oscil-
lations. Recognizing this, Moens stated his fundamental formula,
which expressed the period of the oscillations as the well-known
function of the square root of the ratio of the mass to the elasticity.
Experiment next showed that an elastic chamber at some other
position along the pipe caused different oscillations. Their periods
could be expressed in terms of the properties of a similar chamber
at the inflow end, whose size would depend upon the location of the
actual factor studied. The next step developed the summation of
two or more factors in the same terms. From this it was a matter
of integration to predict the period of the "stop-cock-closing oscil-
lations" which would result if an infinite number of such elastic
factors should be introduced at infinitesimal intervals along the pipe.
Moens next bridged the gap to rubber tubes by calculating their
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elasticity in terms which could be substituted in the fundamental
formulae he had developed for the air chambers. He thus pre-
dicted and checked experimentally the periods of the oscillations
produced by interrupting the flow of water into the following series
oftubes: first, with a rubber ring at thestop-cock; next, with a single
ring at different positions along the pipe; third, with more than one
ring; and finally, by integration, a single continuous rubber tube.
In thecourse oftheexperiments, Moens observed that, no matter
what sort or size of elastic tube he used, the period of the oscillations
was always the same multiple of the time necessary for a wave to
traversethe distance between the two reservoirs. From this observa-
tion and his knowledge of all the variables involved was derived his
memorable formula for the velocity of propagation of pulses in
elastic tubes.
VP-! 0 E9 g a
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In this formula, Vp is the pulse wave velocity in cm. per sec.;
E, the elastic modulus of the wall of the tube in g. per sq. cm.;
a, the thickness of the wall in cm. (which must be small in compari-
son with the lumen); A, the density of the liquid in g. per cc.;
and d, the diameter of the tube; and g, the acceleration of gravity.
To the statement ofthis formula Moens appended two interesting
annotations. One pointed out the amendment of the constant, pub-
lished the year before, from 0.8 to 0.9. The other remarked that
if longitudinal stretch should be neglected the 0.9 became 1.013, or
practically unity. This he compared with a result privately com-
municated to him by one D. Korteweg, who had derived a formula
by a purely mathematical process. Except that the latter contained
no numerical constant, the two were identical.
Up to this point, and even further through the applications of
the formula and comparisons of it with the conclusions of previous
workers, pointing out the influence of each factor separately and pos-
sible interactions of them in specific cases, Die Pulscuurve is a model
of lucid exposition,-a research beautifully conceived and faithfully
prosecuted. In the empirical formula all of the variables appear
in their properrelationships, aresult achieved in none oftheprevious
work reviewed by Moens. In the last two chapters, however, the
theories evolved are extended to systems of branched tubes and fin-
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allyto thearterial tree. In the light ofmore recent knowledge, this
treatment must be regarded as unfortunately misguided.
It seems likely that the disappointing condusions of those last
chapters and of the Pfliiger's Archiv artide the following year-the
only truly physiological portions of the work-must have been
responsible for the disappearance of this otherwise most valuable
contribution from the realm of popular familiarity among physiol-
ogists. Those errors which appear in Moens' work are traceable to
two fundamental fallacies, and these, inturn, toasingleeasilyunder-
standable oversight. He seemed not to appreciate the interrelations
in his records between propagated waves and the standing waves to
which they may give rise by suitable resonance. And he wasted a
great deal of time and effort in trying to explain waves in his rec-
ords which were surely artefacts. Both of these errors might have
been avoided had he realized the importance of the adequacy, or
dynamic efficiency, of his recording instruments. It seems almost
certain that had he continued in research he must have hit upon the
explanation and upon the critique of such recording, developed in
detail some 25 years later by Otto Frank.'
A careful study ofDie Pulscurve can not fail to lead to reflection
upon the similarities and differences between the research of Moens'
day andthat of thepresent. Chief among these must be an admira-
tion for the nineteenth century workers and for their accomplish-
ments with the available materials. Present-day research seems
inherently no better; it is merely aided in scope by improvement in
the quality andvariety of materials and forces and by their combina-
tion into helpful machines.
Many of Moens' difficulties were much like our own. The
literature on his subject was already voluminous and widely scat-
tered. Today we are perhaps too prone to regard those works as of
solely historical importance. Some of his annoyances are still with
us; witness his understanding and gentle reproof of a physiologist
who insisted on confusing elasticity with its reciprocal, distensibility.
Perhaps most significant of all is the paradox which illustrates
the still deplorable gaps between physicists and physiologists.
Moens was not the first to derive a formula for the velocity of
propagation of a pulse in an elastictube; and hecould not avoid the
small experimental errors which kept his formula from being rigidly
correct. By a queer turn of fortune, even the reference in the paper
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by Bramwell and Hill turns out to be not to the formula actually
developed by Moens, but to his quotation of the mathematically
derived equation communicated to him by Korteweg. Yet, where
credit is now given it is usually assigned to Moens. These facts do
not detract from the inherent quality of his work, however, and it is
fortunate that the memory of the man and of his researches has been
preserved. It is the apparent story behind all this that should have
a meaning today.
Despite all his searches through physiological literature, Moens
was unaware, until informed by Korteweg, that his empirical formula
was antedated one year by a theoretical one published' in a French
mathematical journal. Conversely, few physicists today are apt to
be found familiar with the achievement of Moens. Physiologists,
chiefly, if only by second-hand quotation, have saved his name and
work from oblivion.
Korteweg4 filled 18 pages with equations at which few physiolo-
gists would dare give a second glance.* Moens wrote practical
physics that the physiologist could understand. It took him 90
pages to arrive at his formula, but it was clear, patient exposition.t
Few individuals can ascendto the broadplateau inboth fields reached
by Helmholtz. We can hope, however, that the increasing number
of efforts to bring the physicist and the physiologist closer together
in language and in labor will meet with success.
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